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A possible life-saving reference to keep throughout the house or in the automobile, DK's
MEDICAL Manual looks at more than 100 different circumstances, from splinters and sprained
ankles to strokes and unconsciousness, and shows exactly what related to step-by-stage
photographic sequences. The updated style makes the instructions better to follow, whether
you need information on crisis first aid, first aid for babies and kids, or tips about resuscitation.
Every condition is clearly explained, outlining causes, symptoms and signs, and actions plans.
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Best MEDICAL Manual I've ever owned. I have looked through many first aid manuals....Even
committed to some. As an ER nurse of 50 years , I was looking for a resource to put together a
first aid training course for my homeschooled 8 and 11 year old grandsons. Great information
to have readily available Easy to read and follow and broken out into categories...that one
woulddefinitely be an 8. A good first aid manual for non-medical people After having looked
at a whole lot of books to have readily available for family members to use in the event of an
emergency, I finally decided on this one.. Also what products you need to have on hand and
how to make use of them. The medical instructions are very detailed and the photos for each
and every scenario it talks about help a lot. (For this reason, I've gifted your kids &..anything
from bruises to headtrauma are covered What YOU as a non professional may do to
mitigatea situation.Step by step usingreal pictures..and why. Great reserve.love the setup of the
categories!.if you don't wantto spend some money for an EMT manual . I understand that I may
not necessarily be present when first aid is required, and it's good to know that this simple
guide can help my family know what to do. And it's written by the "American University of
Emergency Physicians". Great colored photos on each page. Written for the nonmedical
person, it has plenty of photos and diagrams, is actually and just written, and may be easily
used in an emergency.. It would have been fine if the book went into more detail about some
of the more hard techniques for worse injuries or illnesses, but I am content that it covers the
simple first aid things well. Awesome book! By far the most effective First Aid Manual I have ever
seen. Readable with step by step activities to take with crisis care and first aid..and quite up
to date as well. Pictures through the entire book obviously illustrate the text.which would
probably too muchinformation. Excellent source of MEDICAL information Excellent source of First
Aid information, perfectly written with many color photographs well laid out to greatly help
illustrate the concepts.N., responsible for preparedness, I've done substantial research to locate
a good reference book on First Aid which would be quickly understood by a layperson.. A lot
of the useful and basic questions were not readily accessible, that you desire out of an instant
reference medical manual.which would cover what might be needed in most any medical
emergency. In my humble opinion, this reserve is a perfect fit.. Very professionally come up with
book. easy to get at spot in their bookcase in the event of an emergency.) This one has really
nice glossy pics and initially appears dense with ... I have a few different simple go to books.
This one has really good glossy pics and at first glance appears dense with great info.
However, I came across it lacks request for a non-medical professional.. Good condition Good
Great product I like this product Excellent nontechnical MEDICAL guide If someone asked me
personally to write a 250 page nontechnical summary of the typical AAOS Emergency (EMT)
textbook, it would probably look like this book. Betweenan EMT schooling manual being a 10
compared to another type of manual whichhas few photos and less that sufficient helpful
information. That is perfect ! Very well organized and satisfying to read. Plenty of photos ! As
an R. adult grandchildren with their personal copy, asking that they stick it in an instant & Buy
a number of these because they are easily value the price. Clearly the group took lots of pride
in this book Exceeded my expectations! This medical book definitely exceeded my
expectations and I just know that it can can be found in handy when medical is needed. Also
the info covered. I recommend purchasing this publication is you are considering a great and
compact medical reserve to have around. An Outstanding MEDICAL Manual! I would give it
more than 5 superstars if there is an electronic version, nonetheless it just exists in paperback.
High quality paper and strongly bound. The subjects are treated clearly step by step.
Readable and highly illustrated with many clarifying photographs. One final thing that would



be useful if/when they revise this book is certainly to emphasize upfront that it's not necessary,
or even useful, for a first aider to try and diagose a patient having a medical crisis.. Great
details to have readily available Loaded with information! Very impressed with,the vast amount
if info.. Great for nature enthusiasts, campers and even household use! plenty of well presented
info. Actually I was struck at how closely it adopted and summarized the content of
'Emergency'. Top quality paper and strongly bound Awesome book! The only way I think the
book could possibly be improved is to add elements from the standard NREMT medical or
trauma assessment sheets. These give you a global view of the way to handle a crisis scene
and let you know in what purchase you must do things. The size of the book is quite suitable to
end up being carried in a purse, for fast access when needed. Even if you had been an MD,
you just don't have the tools on scene to do that. The concern is normally to stabilize the
individual and get them moving to 'definitive caution' meaning the ER. love the setup of the
categories Am goo-goo over this first aid manual.... Have not seen one better for the purchase
price. Good purchase This is in my emergency box.
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